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CHAPTER I 
IHTR0DÜCÏÏ01Î
The Spelling Problem 
Spelling hae alwaye been a major center of Interest to 
the peychologlflt and ednoator. Historically, it has occupied 
a unique position In the public school curriculum* In the 
early colonial school, the elementary reading primers were grad* 
ually supplanted by collections of reading materials and 
spelling lists which came to be known as "spellers,” Accord-* 
Ing to Parker^, the first of these was published as early as 
1596 and bore the Impressive title, "The English Scholemaister^ 
teaching all hie scholars of what age so ever the most easle, 
short, and perfect order of distinct readings and true writings 
our English tonge.”
The famous blue# backed speller published by Ho ah 
Webster in 1782 had three extremely Important results. First, 
it simplified and standardised the spelling of English words 
in America as Johnson's dictionary had In England; second, it 
emphasized the Idea of spelling as mental discipline; third.
It promoted the spelling "craze" which was to dominate the 
public school curriculum until relatively recent times. Skill 
in spelling became the most widely accepted criterion of
^Samuel C. Parker, The History of Modern Elementary 
Education (Boston* ^l*m a«d Co«*pany, 19lî 'J',
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«atlsfaotory sehoollngi and, Indeed, among the ooneervatlvea 
ve find evidence of the perelatenoe of that criterion to this 
day*
Edward Eggleston In The Hoosler Schoolmaster thus
amusingly sums up the general devotion to spelling; /
The public mind seems Impressed %rlth the difficulties of English Orthography, and there Is the solemn conviction 
that the chief end of man Is to learn to spell. * . • It 
often happens that the pupil does not know the meaning of 
a single word In the lesson* This Is of no consequence*
• « « Words were made to be spelled, and man was probably 
created that he might spell them.
One of the first formal protests against the amount of 
time allotted to spelling Instruction and the emphasis placed 
upon It as mental discipline was voiced by Rice® la 1897. By 
a series of experimental and statistical Investigations, of 
added Interest because they marked the beginning of educational 
measurement, Rice found that long periods of spelling Instruc*»- 
tlon were no more effective than ten or fifteen minute periods. 
The Investigations also raised the question concerning the 
value of systematic Instruotlon-^-whlch remains one of the moot 
questions In the field to this day. Judged by the criteria of 
modern experimental design, Rice* s investigations were somewhat 
crude and Inconclusive; their chief Importance lay la the fact 
that they stimulated a series of Investigations which gradually 
led to the overthrow of spelling as the piece de resistance of
■ ' ■ ' " ' c ' " ' " " "J. H. Rice, "The Futility of the Spelling Grind,"Forum. 23;165*72, 1897.
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the public eohool curriculum.
•
Today, the dleclpllnary aim of apelling inetructlon 
appears to be no longer defensible; In fact, there has been a 
rather general revolt against epeoial emphasis upon spelling, 
and a general acceptance of spelling only as a supporting 
skill In written composition. One of the best statements of 
the alms of modern spelling Instruction has resulted from a 
comprehensive series of studies sponsored by the Department of 
Superintendence of the National Education Association. In the 
jud^ent of the sponsored committees the teaching of spelling 
should aim:
1. To make automatic the accepted sequence of letters In
words most commonly needed for depression of thought Inwriting.
2. To develop the meaning and use of words to be spelled.
3. To develop what Is termed a 'spelling consciousness.'
4. To develop a 'spelling conscience.'
5. To develop a technique for the study of spelling.^
The Investigator In the field of spelling has a wealth 
of research materials from which to draw. The spelling problem 
has drawn almost as much attention as those relating to reading 
and arithmetic. In general, the studies have dealt with pro­
blems of (a) the course of study. Including objectives, minimum 
essentials for various needs, and development and grade place­
ment of word lists; (b) methods of teaching, including diagnostic
^ "The Nation at Work on the Public School Curriculum,• 
Fourth Year^ok. Department of Superintendence (Bloomington, 
Illinois: Public School Publ 1 shing Comp''any 26), pp. 126-27.
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teitlng proôedurea, organisation and plan of etudy for the 
learner, and the place and utilisation of incidental taming;
(e) the iseaeurement of the outcomee of instruction; and (d) 
the ability or abilities which Influence success in spelling.
As a result of these studies there are, at present, var-# 
ious excellent minimum essential word lists for general and 
special purposes, a widely followed weekly unit plan of in­
struction, and a large number of standardized spelling tests 
and scales. Despite Its Importance to all spelling problems, 
however, the nature of spelling ability has not received as much 
attention as the more superficial problems. The reasons are 
not difficult to understand. Despite its relative simplicity 
so far as course of study and teaching procedures are con­
cerned, the psychology of spelling presents several very 
difficult and elusive problems. It is difficult to segregate 
human abilities# Little progress has been made In the con­
struction of "pure" tests necessary in the positive and ob­
jective Identification and measurement of basic mental 
abilities. Finally, until very recently there has been no 
mathematical method of investigating basic or elemental 
relationships between human abilities.
FActor Analysis qX  Puman Ability.
Before the theory of factor analysis can be presented 
adequately, and its use in the analysis of ability explained.
It is necessary to consider certain points of view regarding
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ability. " '
An ability may be defined as a trait or attribute which 
Influences the performance of an Individual In any task or 
test; It Is Identified and defined by what an Individual can 
do.
From earliest tlme% man has accepted the Idea of defin­
ite relationship between human abilities. The Idea of com­
pensation for lack of talent In one field by possession of 
high talent In another, such as that set forth in Emerson* s 
Essay on Compensation, has always been apparently refuted by 
even the most casual observation. Man has found it convenient 
and satisfactory to classify his fellows with respect to abil­
ity as superior, average, or Inferior— Implying that, If there 
were separate abllltieSj^ the correlation between them was very 
high, Since neither methods of measurements nor statistical 
techAlque for the treatment of data was available, however, 
no quantitative investigation of relationship was possible 
until late In the nineteenth century.
The scientific study of the association of human traits
first was made possible by the work of Sir Francis Gal ton in
which a technique which he termed "regression" was employed*
According to Jones;
Galton, studying the perceptual discrimination of his 
subjects, observed that the most striking and significant 
thing about people was their differences* , . • He proposed 
*the desirability of comparing such laboratory measures as 
strength of grip, rate of arm movement, sensation areas, 
velKu* diecriamlnatiun# # # with an iBwlapendaht astlmat* of 
man* 8 power, something of this kind— mobile, eager.
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energetic, «reXl*ehaped; eucoeeefuX at game# requirl^ good 
eye and hand) eeneltlve; good at music and drawing.^
Following &alton's pioneer work In the development
of correlation technique came a series of studies by Pearson,
Xule, Spearman, and many others, all of which contributed
further to the statistics of Investigating relationship
between attributes. Jones states;
The studies of Cattell on sensory discrimination, of Bryan 
on fatigue, of Bergstrom on card sorting, of Hancock on 
steadiness, of Bryan and Harter on telegraphy, of Blnet 
and V&schllde on strength of flexor muscles, of Swift on 
ball tossing, of Book on typewriting, and Ruger on puzzle 
solving are milestones in the development of the experl* mental study of human abilities.G
Scholastic and Intellectual abilities, of course, stem 
out of what Is termed intelligence. Blnet, according to 
Terman and Varon, considered intelligence as a unitary whole. 
Terraan states that "Blnet* a conception of Intelligence empha­
sizes three characteristics of the thought process: (1) Its
tendency to take and maintain a definite direction; (2) The 
capacity to make adaptations for the purpose of attaining a 
desired end; (3) The power of auto-crltlclsm. "6 Varon*^ points
^Lloyd K. Jones, A Factorial Analysis of Ability JUi 
Fundamental Motor Skills (Teachers College Contributions to 
Education, Ho.666. Hew York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1936), pp.2-3.
p- 3.
^Lewls M. Terman, The Measurement of Intelligence 
(Boston; Houghton Mifflin Company, 19lé), p. 46.
J« Varon, "Alfred Blnet*a Concept of Intelligence," Peychologlcal Review, 43;32*68, 1936
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out that Blnet always referred to the Intelligence, and assumed 
that different degrees of success In Individual performance 
resulted from variation In tralnlr^, motivation, or Interest 
rather than from varying abilities In the given fields. It Is 
rather obvious that the Blnet tests, by their manner of deriv­
ing and using mental ages, were constructed on the assumption 
that intelligence Is a unitary matter. Jones® however Is of 
the opinion that Blnet foresaw the need of studylr^ the rela­
tions that exist between different psychical processes, such a# 
memory, mental Imagery, Imagination, attention, faculty of 
comprehension, muscular force, force of will, cleverness, and 
COUP d*oell.
Spearman accepted in part the unitary theory of Intelli-c 
gence but believed that Innumerable specific abilities, one of 
which was operative in each particular act, combined with the 
general ability in the performance of any task. Basing his 
observations on the correlations between test scores of rela­
tively few subjects on sensory reaction, sound, light, and 
weight discrimination, common sense, and general Intelligence, 
he concluded*
All branches of Intellectual activity have in common one 
fundamental function (or group of functions) whereas the 
remaining or specific elements of the activity seem in g 
every case to be wholly different from that In all others.
®l.loyd M. Jones, olt. p. 3.
Spearman, •General Intelligence, Objectively De­termined and Measured", A’̂erlcan Journal Psychology. 16: £64,
1904,
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become known as the two-factor theory. In brief, the theory 
holds that, theugh there are specific abilities, they are 
integrated by a general ability which determines the extent 
of success a person has in each ability. The jg factor appears 
to be a general ability or mental energy needed to Integrate, 
to see relationships, to give insights, and to create,
Spearman thus viewed the correlation between tests of 
ability in different fields as the result of the operation of 
the general ability, but the total score in any test as the sum 
of the contributions of the general factor and the specific 
factor. In the investigation of the hypothesis that correlations 
between tests of ability may be explained by the existence of 
one general ability or factor, jg, Spearman employed the algebra 
of determinants. It may be easily shown that, if intercorrela*» 
tions of a group of tests are functions of one factor common to 
the tests, the second-order minors of the determinant of which 
the correlation coefficients are elements will vanish.
Consider two tests, A and B, Let P be the standard meas­
ure of an ability possessed by an individual, and let ^  and b 
be the weighting (reliability) with which tests A and B measure 
this ability. Let ^  and ^  be the contributions of the 
specific factors to the standard scores of each test. Then
2a - aF 4 ka, m \>T 4 k^
where and 2%, are the standard scores of a subject on tests
A and B, Multiplying 2^ by summing for the sample, and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9dividing lay the number In the «ample,
* biESa * awm •»
vhloh reduces to r^b « since all variables are assumed to 
be in standard foma, the specific factors uncorrelated among 
themselves or with the general factor.
Consider now four tests. A, B, 0, D, In which the common 
factor weightings are â* ^  and â, each weighting positive 
and lying between aero and one. Subject to the assumption 
that specific factors are uncorrelated, as above, the table of 
intereorrelatlons for the four tests may be written.
Tests A B 0 D
A .. ab ao ad
B ab .. be bd
0 ao bo .. cd
D ad bd cd ..•
Since the terms of the expansion of any second-order minor are 
Identical, the minor vanishes. The demonstration may be extended 
to the general case.
Spearman called the expansion of second order minors 
drawn from the table of test intereorrelatlons “tetrad differ­
ences* and formulated the famous “tetrad differences" criterion, 
The criterion, in brief, states that when the tetrad differences 
drawn from the determinant whose elements are the correlations 
between a battery of tests are zero, or approximate zero within 
the liait# of eampling errors, there is a general factor
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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present In the aUlltiea elicited by the teste. It will be 
noted that the criterion is, in fact, the converee of the 
demonstration on the preceding page. The reversibility of the 
proof upon which the criterion rests, though attempted by 
Spearman and several others, has not yet been perfected to 
the satisfaction of a great many psychologists and mathemati­
cians.
The two-factor theory has been the cause of much contro­
versy. Hearly all ranking psychologists have, at one time or 
another during the past thirty years, joined in the attack or 
rallied to the support of the theory* According to Wolfe^®, 
ambiguous early statements by Spearman regarding the proof of 
the theory have fostered the misunderstanding and controversy. 
Wolfe points out that Spearman, in hie more deliberate and 
careful later statements, admits clearly that satisfaction of 
the tetrad difference criterion proves the abilities reflected 
in the test scores must be divisible, not divided, into general 
and specific factors.
Spearman’s work Incited many Investigations of the nature 
of ability. As hae been noted, his hypothesis was based upon 
observations of the scores of relatively few subjects on small 
batteries of tests. As the number of subjects and tests were 
increased, it became apparent to many investigators that a 
single general factor did not account satisfactorily for
l^D&el Wolfe, factor Analysis to 1P4Q (Chicago* The 
University of Chicago Press, 1940), p. ?.
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the interoorrel&tlone. Analyeee of the batteries showed 
that various subgroups of teats designed to measure speolal 
ibilities were uniquely interoorrelated and that the tetrad 
differences of the correlation table for the entire battery* 
instead of approaching zero* tended to run high by groups or 
clusters. The evidence clearly indicated the presence of group 
factors* ^. * factors which apparently operated in more than 
one but in less than all of the tests* It Is Interesting to 
note that Spearman had always recognised the possibility of 
group factors but had tended to minimise their importance.
Although it remains a powerful tool In the an&ysi# of 
intereorrelatlons of certain types of tests* the two-factor 
method has been largely supplanted by the more generalised 
multiple-factor method of analysis. During the past decade 
several multiple-factor methods have been developed at least 
four of which are in wide use today. The four are* (1) the bi- 
factor method developed by Holsinger; (2) the centroid,
Thurstone; (3) principal components* Hotelling and Kelley; and 
(4) cluster analysis* Tyron. All four methods employ somewhat 
limilar procedures. The former three in particular yield 
comparable results* the values from any one, as demonstrated 
by Holsinger and Harmon,permitting transformation into either 
Cf the others.
Karl Holsinger and Harry Harmon* Factor Analysis 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press* 1941), Chapter 13.
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All methods of multiple-factor analysis seek to find a 
set of abilities, fewer in number and more fundamental in 
nature, than the tests whose intereorrelatlons provide the data 
for analysis* If a battery of, say fifteen, tests is adminis­
tered to a group of 100 subjects there will be 1600 test scores. 
It is possible to describe the scores on each test in terms of 
Certain statistics— such as averages, deviations, moments, and 
equations of fitted curves— which, while obscuring some of the 
original information, afford a great deal of economy in thinking 
about, comparing, or describing the tests or the abilities they 
elicit. If the 106 intereorrelatlons of the tests are computed 
further information about the original data will be lost, but 
again further economy in thinking about and comparing the tests 
and abilities will be effected*
It is the purpose of factor analysis to further simplify 
the original data by factoring the intereorrelatlons, ,
removing possible determiners of the various correlations. If 
they can be accounted for satisfactorily by, say, two factors 
the 106 intereorrelatlons will be reduced to thirty factor 
loadings, thus affording further economy in thought and de­
scription*
All methods of factor analysis, as Wolfe points out, agree
on the following fundamental assumptions and definitions:
1. It is assumed that performance in any field, such as the 
cognitive, depends neither upon one undifferentiated 
ability nor upon a completely chaotic conglomeration of 
separate abilities. Rather, It is assumed that cognitive 
ability consists of a number of different factors, traits.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
13faculties, or powers, each of which is elicited hy a variety of different tests or problems* . . * , ............
It is not necessary to make any assuraptlona regarding the 
nature of the factors or what produced them. * * . Each 
factor may be unitary, or it may consist of a large number 
of separate causes which act together in a coherent and unitary manner.
Ê. Tests may differ factorlally in one or both of two ways 
•— in their complexity and in their factor loadings. The 
complexity of a test refers to the number of factors in* 
volved in it. • * . Tests may also differ in their factor 
loadings* Tests k and B may involve factors 1, 2, 3; but 
in the performance of A, factor 1 has a high loading or 
weight and plays a large and important role, while factors 
2 and 5 are relatively Imlmportant. • . •
3. When the factors are not correlated with each other, the 
correlations between any two tests equals the sum of the 
products of the weights of those factors which are common 
to the two tests* * . *
4* It is assumed that the abilities Involved in performing 
any task combine by simple addition to determine the degree 
of excellence shown in the perforaance. . . . . . . .
 ........................6. More serious misrepresentation of individual differences
is likely to be involved in assuming that the weights
(factor loadings) are constant* Here it is assumed either 
that the weights are the same for all individuals or that one is using an average weight. , . *^2
In attempting to find a set of factor loadings which
will satisfactorily explain and reproduce the correlations
between tests, various different mathematical transformations
may be employed with different results. This indeterminateness
of factor solutions is a major weakness, and it has led to the
opinion on the part of a great many critics that it is, at best,
a kind of mathematical rationalization of a psychological
^lypothesis*
The various factor analysts frequently have been
Wolfe, M t * .  p* b.
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severely critical of each other*» methods* Cureton sums up 
vhat he terms the principal compulsions of factor*analysts in 
the words;
A factor analyst is an individual with a peculiar obsessloa. 
regarding the nature of mental ability or personality. By 
the application of higher mathematics to wishful thinking, 
he always proves that his original fixed idea or compulsion 
was right and necessary. In the process he usually proves 
that all other factor*analysts are dangerously insane, and 
that the only salvation for them is to undergo his own 
brand of analysis in order that the true essence of their several maladies may be discovered,2.3
Tyron^^ claims that there are no infallible answers to 
questions relating to the existence, or isolation and measure­
ment, of the fundamental primary components which determine 
complex behavior. It is his belief that the factors which are 
identified by current methods of analysis may have no •psycho- 
biological* meaning whatever. He points that statistical tech­
niques, since they are only abstract and arbitrary ways of 
looking at complex behavior data, do not possess the power of 
isolating psychological factors and that they cannot give valid­
ity to data not valid in the beginning.
It is the belief of Stalnaker^^ that, though factor 
analysis mathematical theory needs perfecting, the greater need
-̂S'Edward Cureton, *The Principal Compulsions of Factor- 
Analysts,* Harvard Educational Review, May, 1939, p. 287,
2-4Robert C, Tyron, Cluster Analysis (Berkeley, Calif­
ornia; Associated Students Store, University of California, 
1939), pp. 1-2,
16j^ohn Urn Staln&ker *Re#ulte from Factor Analysis, • Journal i,d\icatipna\ Research, 33» 698-704, May 1940*
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with but one object In view: a thorough and dependable
measure of certain types of ability*
There Is little agreement regarding the precise nature 
of the “primary* mental factors posited by various Investiga­
tors. The categories Into which Thorndike has divided 
Intelligence, extent or area, altitude, and Quickness, resemble 
to some extent the divisions suggested by the factor»analysts. 
Thompson^® has shown that Thorndike* s bonds. Interpreted through 
the sampling theory of Intelligence, Is not necessarily contra­
dictory to the theory of mental factors* It Is rather gener­
ally agreed, however, that the primary factors, or unitary 
traits, or fundauaental components of mind are themselves the 
effect of the operation of more elemental determiners* Apropos 
In this connection, Hotelling says:
Consider n variables attaching to each Individual of a 
population. These statistical variables x^* 32,. * . * , ^  
might for example be scores made by school children In 
tests of speed and skill In solving arithmetic problems or 
In reading; or they might be various physical properties of 
telephone poles, or the rates of exchange among various 
currencies* It Is natural to ask whether some more funda­
mental set of Independent variables exists, perhaps fewer 
In number than the x*s. which determine the values the x* s 
will take* * . .«I’T
16 Godfrey H. Thomson, “The Nature and Measure of 
Intellect," Teachers College Record. 41:755-741, May, 1940.
Harold Hotelling, “Analysis of a Complex of Statist 
tlcal Variables Into Principal Components,“ Journal of 
Educational F^ychologry^ 244 417, September, 1933.
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Hotelling^® refera to this assumption as the •cobblestone* 
as opposed to the *sand* theory of mind, shows certain 
mathematical and statistical Implications of each theory, and 
points out that the cobblestone theory leads us to expect high 
correlations between pairs of tests# It is interesting to note 
that the theory of non^tranafer of training is more compatible 
with the sand theory#
Regardless of the possibility of further resolution of 
the primary factors such factors will, if they exist In fewer 
number than test variables or other observable effects of 
individual differences, afford desirable parsimony in the com­
prehension of the nature of ability#
The methods of factor analysis have already been put Into 
use in varied fields# It is possible to analyse correlations 
between persons as well as between tests and thus tentatively 
establish personality types or other possible basic categories 
into which persons fall. Punlap^® believes such inverted 
analyses provide the most satisfactory method yet proposed for 
locating types.
The most widely recognised limitations of factor analysis 
appear to be (a) lack of uniqueness of factorial solutions, (b) 
arbitrariness of certain psychological assumptions, and (o) the
Harold Hotelling, 00» cit., pp. 514-520
J. W, Dunlap, •Recent Advances in Statistical Theory 
and Applications. • American Journal of Psveholorry. 61: 558-71. 
1930. — ■ — -----
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eampllng problems which arise due to the fact that added tests
or added subjfeots frequently change factor loadings* But
despite its several limitations factor analysis has already
extended the boundaries of the search into the nature of
ability, and has proved a valuable tool in test construction.
As it becomes more refined and as it develops more mtthemati-
cally rigorous techniques, it may prove to be the most powerful
statistical tool; available. Wolfe observes;
Factor analysis points out relationships which may be 
studied in more detail by clinical or genetic methods, by 
educational or brass instrument experiments^ or by additioiv» 
factorial analyses* When these other approaches provide 
an understanding of the basic causal variables In a field, 
factor analysis will have worked itself out of a job. Until 
that stage is reached, it offers a powerful exploratory tool* Here is the real usefulness of factor analysis."20
Method of Principal Components 
There has been considerable criticism of the method of 
factor analysis developed by Hotelling on the grounds that it 
does not isolate psychologically meaningful factors. Wilson 
and Worcester^^ claim in effect that Hotelling's factors are 
mathematical artifacts* In ease of computation, parsimony, 
interpretation, and stability Wolfe^^ rates the method inferior 
to other multiple factor methods. It la the belief of
^°Dael Wolfe, op. cit.. p. 43
21e .B. Wilson and Jane Worcester, "Note on Factor 
Analysis," Peychometrika. 4î135-148, June, 1939*
22j)ael Wolfe, SLS,‘ cit.. pp. 20-25
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lÔThuriton«23 that slnca the method aestiaes no chanoe error# In 
moore#, no cpeolflo factor#, and no eampllng error# It 1# not 
acceptable to the psychological problem Involved. Since It 
reasonably may be doubted whether any present method is free 
from each defects, the criticism Is unwarranted.
For three reasons Hotelling*s method will be employed In 
the analysis of the data with which this study is concerned. 
First, it is maOiematically more rigorous than other multipla* 
factor methods and makes possible the determination of the 
statistical significance of the factors it locates; second. It 
is ideally designed to analyze small sets of variables in 
which no correlation between factors Is assumed; and third, it 
isolates factors in order of their importance. Hotelllng^^ 
and Bolelnger^^ give detailed and technical accounts of the 
method. It will be briefly described on the following pages.
The first four fundamental assumptlons^d of factor 
analysis may be expressed in the general equation
(1) ZJ« .J lF l « ajsPg 4 . . .  4 «jaF, O l , 2 , . , n )
where Zj is the standard score on test J, Fi, Fg, ...,Fm are
L. Thurstone, The Vectors of the Hind (Ohlcagot 
University of Chicago frees, 193b), pp. 130-132
2'^Harold Hotelling, 0£. cit.. pp. 417-441.
^^Karl HoiZinger and Harry Harmon, ££. clt.. Chapter 7.
ASte. pp. 12-13.
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the st&nâard scores on the common factors, and ajo.. . ,^
jgljm ***« the weights of the common factors in determining the 
value of 2j^ The specific factor or factors are omitted.
There are of course n such equations, as many equations as 
tests.
It will be noted that test and factor scores are assumed 
to be In standard form In (1) preceding. If any two of the n 
equations are multiplied, swnmed over the number of subjects,
|., and divided by H the theoretical or reproduced correlations 
between the two variables expressed as linear functions of the 
common factors will be expressed by the equation
i2) Pjk • »jl^l ^ »jSk2* . . .  4 aj^ahro (j"k; j,k-l,2,. ,.,n) 
all terms containing factor products In the right member dis­
appearing since the factors are assumed to be uncorrelated. If 
reproduced correlations are replaced by observed correlations 
the right member of (2), under the stated assumptions, gives 
the observed correlation between any two tests in the battery.
If k s la (2), the communalItjr hf of Zj will be 
expressed In the equation
(3) hj -afi ♦ «Jg ♦ ••• ■ H » '
It will be noted that the communallty of a test Is defined as 
the sum of the squares of the ^  factor weights, or that part 
of Its variance due to the sum of the m common factor variances. 
Blnoe unique factors have been omitted in (2) the communallty 
will oe equal to or less than the reliability of the test.
Since Û  equations similar to (3) might be written, the
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the mum of the contributions of the flret factor to the 
communalities of the tests Is
(4) Si » a^ii + a2gi 4 . . .  4 aSgi.
It le proposed to choose the coefficients S jt so as to 
mahe the sum a maximum. The proposal not only satisfies 
the desire to Isolate factors In order of their Importanoe^.
It provides an escape from the Indeterminateness of the system 
Implied In (2). Since rĵ k * rkj, the number of equations 
Will be only n/2(n 4 1) which Is Insufficient, without further 
restrictions to determine the n^ quantities aj when the cor­
relations between tests are known. The proposal follows 
Kotelllng's^"^ suggestion that. In choosing among the Infinity of 
possible solutions, we begin with a factor whose contribu­
tions to the communalities of the tests will have as great a 
total as possible, proceed to Fg, independent of Fj, whose 
contribution will be as great as possible to the residual 
communalities, and so on until we have exhausted, except for 
trivial residuals, the coraraunallty of each test.
The maximising of S^, which Is a function of the n 
variables a^^ under the n/2(n 4 1) conditions, Is accomplished 
by use of the LaGrange multipliers, and the resulting system 
cf equations Is solved for a^i» agi» . . . , .ânl* general
equation for the aj values Is
é7Harold Hotelling, clt*. pp. 4-5*
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(5) ■ a,iV3^
v S ^ I T T I s h -T-—
the Taluee being the desired weights of It will be
noted that» If (&} la squared and summed, the values
satisfy the conditions of (4). The ambiguity of notation In
writing the general equation (6> may be cleared If It Is
remembered that the ̂ l * s  In the right member are the trial
values In the Iterative pnacess mentioned below.
A direct solution for the factor loadings %ould Involve
a tremendous amount of work. Hotelling has worked out a
method of approximation, the iterative solution, which yields
simultaneously the root and the corresponding coefficients
aji. These may then be substituted In the general equation (5)
and the final values of the first factor loadings determined,
29Holslnger gives a comprehensive outline for the computation 
of a prIncIpal*factor solution.
Purpose of the Study 
It Is now possible to state the purpose of this study In 
terms which have been explained or described.
It Is proposed here to investigate, by use of Hotelling*e 
principal-component method of factor analysis, certain theories 
regarding the nature of spelling ability, and if possible to
28Harold Hotelling, 0£* clt.. pp. 15-16 
^®Karl Hoi singer and Harry Harmon, oj%. clt., 542-552
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loo&te one or more of the primary factors of this ability.
The problem obviously is one of great importance at 
present. Methods of instruction which do not take into account 
the dynamics or mental factors of the learner are conjectural 
and uneconomical at best. In his experiment to determine how 
effectively children learn to spell the words assigned to the 
grade by the test*study method, Thompson concluded that In­
struction is only about 60 per cent efficient in the lower 
grades and only about 63 per cent efficient in the upper grades# 
He states, "the doctrine of specific learning may be in need 
Of reinterpretation. As it is at present applied, it seems to 
demand too much Isolated and,automatic learning in spelling.
As a result of her studies of the psychology and pedagogy of 
spelling, Watson concludes:
These excursions into the spelling field have resulted in 
a strong conviction that the field itself has scarcely 
been broken, that it is open end inviting exploration, and 
that it is likely to prove a fertile one for further 
extensive ouitivation,
Teachers, parents, and the general public feel that pupil 
growth In spelling has not kept pace with growth in reading 
and the present demands upon pupil and adult written commun­
ication, Certainly, the assumptions regarding the nature of
^^Robert S. Thompson, The Effectiveness of Modern 
Spelling Instruction (Teachers College Contributions to 
Education,Mo.436. 'New York: Columbia University, 1930) p. 77
Alice E. Watson, Experimental Studies Ui
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spelling ability upon %ritilch present Instructional procedures 
are based warrant reexamination.
For the most part present knowledge regarding basic
factors In spelling ability has been obtained through the
examination of good and poor spellers. Such causal-comparative
r-ethode do not recognize the varying degrees of spelling
huccesSf and have no objective power to estimate the relative
contribution of the various factors to the total ability.
statistical conclusions are of course Impossible unless the
group under observation consists of representative persons.
In this connection Foran observes*
Spelling Is often regarded as merely memory and perception 
but such qualitative analyses or descriptions are little 
more than general observation which, even If correct 
qualitatively, do not reveal the parts played by the 
abilities Identified. To determine the nature of spelling 
ability It Is necessary to find Its association with various 
factors and the extent to which these account for the whole 
performance.*
The techniques of multiple-factor analysis appear to 
possess unique possibilities In the Investigation of spelling 
ability. It Is not proposed or even hoped to locate the 
ultimate factors entering into the ability to spell. The 
factors which may show relationship to that ability may them­
selves be only a few degrees less complex than the total 
ability. But regardless of their complexity they will be, If 
they exist, more easily comprehended than spelling ability.
^%homas 0. Foran, ^  Fsycholofcy ̂  o£
Spelling (Washington* Catholic Education Press, 1934), p. 190,
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
The greater part of reeearch dealing with epelllng has 
heen oonoerned with course of study and teaching and testing 
sethods# There has been much less research regarding the 
nature of epelllng ability.
One of the most complete analyses and descriptions of 
the mental processes Involved In spelling has been made by 
Bolllngworth. As a result of her clinical examination of poor 
spellers she concludes that the process of learning to spell a 
nord correctly ordinarily Involves the formation of a series of 
bonds, something like the following;
1. An object, act, quality, etc. Is bound to a certain 
sound, which has been often repeated while the object Is 
pointed at, the act performed, etc.
2. The sound becomes bound with performance of the highly 
complex muscular act necessary for articulating It.
S. Certain printed or written symbols, arbitrarily chosen, 
visually representing sound combinations, become bound with 
the recognised objects, acts, etc.,and with their vocal 
representatives.4. The separate symbols become associated with each other 
In the proper sequence, and have the effect of calling up 
each other In the proper order.
5. The child, by a slow, voluntary process, binds the 
visual perceptions of the separate letters with muscular 
movements of hand, arm, and fingers necessary to copy the 
word.6. The child binds the representatives In consciousness of 
the visual symbols with the motor responses necessary to 
produce the written word spontaneously, at pleasure.
^Leta 8. Holl'lngworth, % e  Peycholo^ ojT Special Ms -  
ABllitv In Spelling (Teachers College Contributions to Education, 
ïiO.eà, Hew ’lorks Teachers College, Columbia University,1918),p,79
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It will be noted that Holllngworth*e generalization 
regarding the spelling process indicates little about the ways 
in which the bonds or associations operate* Later investiga­
tions of spelling disability in individual cases have indicated 
that some of the processes which produce spelling are operative 
only in individual cases. Certainly, it is difficult to gener­
alize regarding possible factors of spelling ability*
Hollingworth*s work in the field of spelling dis­
ability has served to direct the efforts of later investi­
gators toward finding various general skills or abilities which 
influence spelling. Several of these studies will be reviewed 
in this chapter under the headings (a) perceptual factors, (b) 
intelligenceji (o) memory factors, (d) verbal factors^ (f) other 
factors, (f) factors identified by factor analysis.
Perceptual Factors 
There has been rather general agreement that perceptual 
factors have an Important role in spelling* One of the earliest 
reported studies of the perceptual factor was made by Carmen 
in 1900. Working under the direction of Thorndike, she 
differentiated between eight good and eight poor adult spellers 
cn the basis of their ability to detect misspelled words in a 
printed page. She concluded that "ability to spell well 
probably implies not a general habit or power of observation, 
tut a special ability to notice small differences in words,
Kat# Cartaer, "The Cause of Chronic Bad Spelling," 
Journal^ of Pedagogy. 13*85-91, 1900.
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In hie introduction to Carmen* e report Thorndike ob-
•erved:
I find that although teachera are not conecioua of the 
intimate connection between the habite of observing words 
and spelling ability, yet their experience harmonize with 
Miss Carmen*s theory* * . *not time, or written spelling, 
or outside reading makes good spellers, because all are 
worthless except as adjuncts to the habit of noticing the appearance of words.*3
In 1918 Eollingworth summarized previous studies of the 
perceptual factor in spelling by saying, "All studies emphasize 
the fact that. « * .association of visual form with the sound 
of the word are main elements in spelling."4 jq her own in­
vestigations conducted at that time she found a tendency on the 
part of poor spellers to misspell the latter part of words more 
often than the foimior part and concluded that inadequate per­
ception for entire words was a special disability of poor 
spellers.
Gates found an average correlation of .55 between 
spelling and ability to detect small differences in words, and 
s correlation of .63 between spelling and the ability to re­
cognize misspelled words in multiple-choice situations. He 
summarizes:
Correlations show that word-perception is an important 
factor in the determination of success in spelling. The 
most common cause of misspelling is to be found in inade­
quacy of acquaintance with the visual form of the word.®
3e . Kate Carmen, o£. clt.. p.86*
^eta S. Hollingworth, on. clt.. p. 101.
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In their study of the deaf, Oates and Chase found that, 
though deaf children of grades 7 to 11 were considerahly helow 
normal children in absolute achievement, relatively they were 
superior in spelling, the deaf children of equal reading abll- 
Itj exceeding the normal toy about four years on a spelling age 
scale* Oates and Chase believe that "the deaf owe their re­
markable spelling ability primarily to a peculiarly effective 
type of perceiving, of reacting visually to words*
In one of the most careful and refined studies of the 
role of visual perception, Oates administered a battery of 
thirteen tests of various mental abilities to 304 public school 
pupils and found that;
• • .of the several abilities studied, that termed *word 
perception* is most closely associated with achievement in 
reading and spelling; intelligence yields the next highest 
correlation whereas tests of perception of geometrical 
figures of different sorts and digits, of associative learn­
ing of visual and auditory symbols, or of visual and visual 
symbols show but slight association with these school 
abilities* . » • If these tests measure what they design to 
gauge, namely, sheer perception of words, then it may be 
inferred that such perceptive skill is an Important factor 
in reading and spelling*"7
^Arthur I. Gates, The Psychology of Reading and Moll** 
ing with Special Reference to Disability 1 Teachers College 
Contribution to Education, %o* 129, hew fork: Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1922) p. 66.
GArthur I* Gates and Esther H. Chase, "Methods and 
Theories of Learning to Spell Tested by Stadies of Deaf Children," 
Journal of Educational Psychology. 17;296, 1926.
? Arthur I. Gates, "A study of the Role of Visual Per­
ception, Intelligence and Certain Associative Processes in 
Reading and Spelling", Journal s X puc-ati.onn.\ Psychology. 
171433-445, 1926.
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« û 28«cGovney® inveatigateâ fourteen cniXâren of superior 
intelligence in the intermediate grades who were poor spellers. 
She found them consistently and significantly below good spell­
ers of comparable intelligence in the abilities to <1) perceive 
small differences in words, (2) select words from among similar 
spelling, (3) select digits, and (4) analyse word-like char- 
actera. Palmer , working with McGovney, found the good to exceed 
the poor spellers examined by McGovney in tests of visual per- 
caption and associative learning, and raised the question as to 
what extent these abilities might be taught,
Hartman studied the auditory and visual abilities of 
gi'oups of twenty-four good, twenty-one average, and eighteen 
poor spellers obtained from the middle and the tails of the 
distribution of 634 college freshmen on a spelling test. He 
found the most discriminating test to be that of "perceptual 
span for meaningful material" and concluded that "spelling 
ability is largely dependent upon one special form of visual 
reaction."10
In an experiment designed to determine the value of the 
use of the typewriter in remedial reading and language instruot-
®Margarita McGovney, "Spelling Deficiency of Children 
of Superior Ability," Elementary English Review, ?;146-148, 1930,
®Mary E. Palmer, "Abilities possessed by the Good 
speller." Elementary English Review. 7S149-150,160, 1930,
l%eorge H. Hartman, "The Relative Influence of Visual 
and Auditory Factors in Spelling Ability," Journal of Educational 
psycnoiogy, 2£j6wm-w 9, idol.
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Ion, the wrlteyll found that retarded pupils in the intermediate 
grades made comparatiTelj rapid progress in spelling through 
the use of the typewriter, a fact which may possibly be 
sJcplained by the emphasis and exercise which typing words 
demands of the perceptual skill.
Foran summarises the importance of visual perception for
verbal forms in the following;
The perceptual nature of spelling places emphasis on seeing 
words, noting similarities between them and other words, 
writing them. . . .  While memorisation is needed, spelling 
cannot be successfully taught by having children spell the 
words aloud frequently without writing them or seeing them.*^
Intelligence
There has been little agreement concerning the precise 
relation of general intelligence to spelling ability. The 
correlation coefficients found by various investigators have 
varied from .08 to .86. Several of the studies have dealt with 
subjects of mixed ages and grades and, of course, may have re­
flected correlations due to attendance in school and age as well 
as to spelling ability.
Kom^^ points out that the poorer showing of dull children 
in spelling may be due to poor methods of lea%%ing rather than
V. Tate, "Use of the Typewriter in Remedial Reading 
and Language, Elementary School Journal. 43; 481-85, 1943
1 Thomas G. Foran, ££. cit.. p. 199.
ISgrnest Horn, "Principles of Teaching Spelling", 
national Society for the Study of Education 18th Yearbook, Part 
XI. (Bloomington, Illinois; Public School Publishing Co.) p. 64.
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30«ny air«ct cauee and effect relationship. Certainly, nearly 
all studies In which possible linking factors such as reading 
skill, terms of school attendance, etc., have been partlaled 
out Indicate diminished correlation between spelling and 
Intelligence. It Is only fair to the investigators who believe 
Intelligence to be a prime factor In spelling ability to note 
that few. If any, of the partial correlation studies have met 
the mathematical requirements necessary to the demonstration 
that partial coefficients of correlation are valid measures of 
relationships.
Several of the more Important investigations of the role 
of general Intelligence in spelling are summarized In Table I, 
page 21.
In his analysis of the characteristic misspellings of 
100 bright and 100 dull pupils in grades four and five, Carroll 
found that bright and dull children show certain marked differ­
ences in their errors. The bright children (a) make a high per­
centage of one-letter errors but a lower of group errors; (b) 
have a lower percentage of difficulty with short words but a 
klgher with longer words; a lower with the first part of a 
word but a higher with the middle and latter parts, and (o) are 
more likely to spell phonetically. Carroll generalizes;
The psychological explanation of each of these differences 
appears to lie In the marked superiority of the bright over 
the dull In phonetlc-generalizatlon ability. The bright 
child possesses greater ability In recognizing phonic 
elements in the new word which are Identical with those
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE I
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SPELLING AND INTELLIGENCE
Investigator Date
Grade
Level M r
Houser^®*..... 1916 4-8 186 .63
Hollingworth^? 1918 5 16 .51
Omwake^^....... 1926 col. 160 .17
5-7 460 .46
Gates^®.......
8 34 .60
1926 3-7 234 .41
Williamson^®,. 1933 12 63 ,72
Russell®®,.... 1937 3-5 138 .68
Variables
 Binet, own spelling test
Stanford Binet^»Simon,
Own spelling test
spelling test 
Minnesota College Apti­
tude, own spelling test 
Stanford Blnet, Modern 
School Spelling Test
Basing his observation upon the correlation of general
^%erbert A. Carroll, Generalisation of Bright ^nd Dull 
Children (Teachers College Contribution to Education,No. 439,
New ïorkï Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930),p.64.
D. Houser, "The Relation of Spelling Ability to 
General Intelligence and to Meaning Vocabulary", Elementary 
School Journal. 16:190-199, 1916.
^^eta 8. Hollingworth, "The Psychological Examination 
of Poor Spellers", Teachera College Record. 20:126-152, 1919.
T. Omwake, "Relation of Abstract Intelligence to 
Ability to Spell", Public Personnel Studies. 3:197-201, 1925.
l®Arthur I. Gates, o£. clt.. pp. 433-446.
10E. G. Williamson, "The Relation of Learning to Spell­
ing Ability,• Journal Educational Pgychology. 24: 257-265, 1933.
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Intelligence and spelling of fifty-three high school seniore
vho had attempted to learn to epell Esperanto words during a
control period, Williamson found a correlation coefficient of
«V2. fie concluded;
. * . ae long as we have this factor of Intelligence 
available as an explanation of failure to learn, we do 
not need to fall back on the vague theory of specialdisability,21
Robinson rather indignantly attacks the belief that mie-
spellers are in general more dull than the better spellers. In
his summary of some of the studies which have had to do with
spelling dynamics (factors) he points out;
The concept of the speller as reasoning in his struggle to 
reproduce letter sequences seems evident as does also the 
presence of various psychological mechanisms affecting 
spelling form. Spelling is the dynamic result of many 
factors in operation.**
Spache compiled a table of correlations between spelling
end general Intelligence based upon fifty-seven investigations
end found the average to be ,45. fie concluded;
, . . spelling disability may exist among dull, normal, 
and superior children. The facts demonstrate the necessity 
for the diagnostician to look for other factors that may, in certain cases, possess greater significance.*o
2®David H. Russell, Characteristics of good and Poor 
Bpellera. (Teachers College Contributions to Education, fio.727, 
hew ïorkî Teachers College, Columbia University, 1957), p. 41.
21e , G. Williamson, op, cit., pp. 262-63.
22j*rancis P. Robinson, "Spellers are Intelligent", 
p  II eat ional Research Bulletin. Ohio State University, 19; 436-42,
25(}eorge Spache, "Spelling Disability Correlates", 
Journal Educational Research. 34*569, April, 1941,
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33There le obviously some relation between general intelll-* 
gence and the ability to epell the exact nature of which appears 
to have evaded description. Perhaps the most that can be said 
by way of summary of previous Investigations of this factor is 
that poor spellers frequently are found among people of super­
ior general ability, but good spellers rarely are found among 
the dull.
Memory Factors
Spelling is a process of so clearly recalling from memory 
the appearance, sound, or klnaesthetio movement of a word 
configuration that the symbols of which the word is com­
posed can be written down in correct order.
.Thus Hildreth summarises the spelling process. Express­
ing the same Ideaj Hilderbrandt says:
Certain memory processes are.bound up inseparably with 
spelling. The student associates spelling with sounds that 
î e has heard, with images of words or parts of words that 
he has seen, and with movements that he has performed. . . .  
In spelling he recalls cegtaln experiences he has had in the 
past and reproduces them.
Despite the obvious expected role of memory (Immediate 
and delayed recall) in spelling, few scientific studies have 
Indicated significant relationship. Like visual perception, 
aemory is a complex function of various factors and one which 
suffers serious Interference from lack of attention, interest.
^%ertrude Hildreth, Learnings the Three R* s (Minne­
apolis: Educational Publishers, 1936;, pp. 195-96.
®®Edlth L. Hilderbrandt, "The Psychological Analysis 
of Spelling," Pedagogical Seminary. 30:371, 1923.
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and effort# Reliable measuremente of memory thus are 
difficult. It is impossible to partial out memory in partial 
correlation studies because the other variables likely will 
be loaded to some extent with memory factors, Horn states 
that imagery is obviously related to the practice of recall and 
admits that “imagery and imagery types are among the most baffling 
problems In psychology.
Hollingworth observes that poor spelling may be due to 
“sheer failure to remember— failure to retain impressions which 
were originally clearly and correctly perceived. In her 
study of spelling deficiency in children of superior general 
ability, McCrovney^ found that ten of the fourteen retarded spell*» 
era scores low on visual memory for symbols and that the good 
spellers in Palmer’s group showed superiority in visual memory 
for words, but that there was little difference In auditory 
memory. Palmer^^, however, states that the differences 
between her and McGovney*s groups in visual and auditory memory 
span were too slight to be significant.
Williamson notes that:
Certain people may require an unusual number of repetitions 
of a word to learn its spelling. Such disability may be
26£rnest Horn, o£. clt. p. 71.
^^Leta S, Hollingworth, clt.. p. 129 
28Margarita McGovney, clt.. p. 148 
29unry E. Palmer, ^It.. p. 160
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due to the subject*e Inability to form any kind of an 
association between letters or It may be caused by a short memory span.
It Is the belief of Wllllamaon^^ that Carroll*8^2 results 
may be explained possibly In terms of differences In capacity 
for logical as opposed to rote memory.
Verbal Abilities
A great many psychologists have long believed that 
language constitutes a psychological unit in which abilities in 
reading, composition, spelling, word meaning, and the other 
phases of the language arts are closely related# The average 
coefficient of correlation between meaning vocabulary and 
spelling ability in pupils of grades 4-8 was found by Houser®^ 
to be .62. It is the belief of Williamson that knowledge of 
meaning of words in a given spelling list and general verbal 
intelligence have Important bearing upon spelling success.
In discussing diagnostic and remedial spelling, Traxler 
observes:
There are, however, a number of factors that tend to com­plicate the problem of diagnosis and remedial teaching of 
spelling. One of these is that spelling ability seems to
0. Williamson, clt.. p. 747. 
S^Ihld. p. 746.
ante, pp. 50-31 
D. Houser, 0£. cit. pp. 197-98 
34e. (J, Williamson, on. cit.. p. 749.
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26oe a part of a larger, more general language ability.®®
Huaeell found the greatest number of reliable differ*
encea between hie normal and retarded spelling groups of grades
3, 4, and 5 In such factors as different types of reading,
quality of handwriting, prominelation, speech rhythm, and a
number of basic skills such as giving letters for letter sounds.
He concludes, "The evidence definitely establishes that good
spelling Is usually associated with abilities In a number of
related language activities."®® Russell questions the eiiatence
of a general language factor, however, and states:
• « « the prediction of a unitary ‘general language ability* 
tends to be an over*>slmpllcation of the problem. Some 
support for this view la found In a preliminary report, by 
Thurstons, on the multiple factor analysis of mental endow­
ment. He says, *Zt can easily be shown that the positive 
correlations among the various psychological tests can be 
one of which Is In any sense universal or central. . . . 
Certain related language techniques may underlie these 
abilities to handle verbal material but It seems doubtful 
If any central mental factor does so.®?
It Is evident that Russell misunderstood Thurstons*s 
report. Thurstons is attacking the general ability, posited 
by Spearaan, not a verbal ability which would be general to 
verbal tasks; in fact, a verbal factor has since been Identi-
®®Arthur E. Traxler, The % e  of Test Results ̂  Diag­
nosis and Instruction in the Tool Subjects (Educational Records 
bulletin/ ko. l8, Hew ^rkt Educational Records Bureau, 1936),pu 25
®®Davld H. Russell, cit.. p.85 
"̂̂ Ibld. p.86.
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. 27fled and deaorlbed by Thuratone and which was anticipated on
page 130 of the same report,
Various other investigators have studied the relation of 
certain verbal abilities to spelling, Spache^^ averaged the 
correlation coefficients of thirty-one studies of the relation 
of vocabulary to spelling and obtained an average v of .60. The 
lowest reported was :30, and the highest, ,81. Hollingworth^^ 
found that pupils made about 65 percent more errors in writing 
words whose meanings they did not know, and obtained a correla­
tion between ability to spell and ability to use words of ,65.
Abilities in various types of reading have been found, 
in the main, to be positively correlated with spelling, although 
conclusive evidence is lacking In this area. Abilities in 
phonics, speech, composition, and handwriting, although their 
causal relationships with spelling have not been satisfactorily 
investigated, are all apparently correlated positively with 
spelling.
Other Factors 
Various other factors possibly related to epelllng 
ability have been investigated. Using the Uates tests of
. E2âl» P* 42.
^®George Spache, op. cit., p, 674,
40Leta S, Hollingworth, The Psychology of Special 
fiiijiRbility in Spelling (Teachers dollege UontrlWtlons to 
kducatlon7 ïîo. 88, New York: Teachers College, ColumbiaUniversity, 1918), pp. 53-58,
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«.teoolative learning, McGovney'*^ found that six of her four­
teen retarded spellers eiqperlenced difficulty la associating 
the spoken word with word-llke characters. Palmer^^, using the 
same tests found that her group of good spellers excelled sig­
nificantly in this ability. It will be noted that McGovney»s 
and Palmer» s results contradict those of Gates.
Preesey grouped sixty-four good spellers with sixty-four
poor spellers in grades 6 and 6 so that in each pair the subjects
were within the same half grade in intelligence but two grades
apart in the ability to spell. She then gave a battery of eight
tests which she hoped would measure the elements of spelling
ability as differentiated from general ability. She concluded:
The value of these eight tests in differentiating the poor 
speller from the good speller of equal intelligence was as 
follows: hearing double consonants, writing consonant
sounds, remembering by sight, imitating vowel sounds, rem­
embering sounds, imitating sounds, marking vowels, recog­
nising syllables. * • . spelling is largely dependent upon 
ear training,^
By her study, Preesey achieved the distinction of finding, for 
the first time and likely for the last, an auditory factor in 
spelling ability. The linking of the two through the dictated 
spelling test would of course be expected.
Margarita McGovney, oj>. cit.. p.147
42 Mary E. Palmer, cit.. p. 160.
43 Of. ante, p. 27,
44 Luella G. Preesey, "An Investigation into the Elements 
of the Ability tg, A^ll. " çâucatlorm]^ W e e  arch bulletin. Ohio
State University, May, 1927, pp. 203-04.
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Several Investigators have attempted to determine the 
frequency of various possible causes of spelling disability In 
samples of poor spellers* Two of the more careful of these 
Investigations are summarised In Table II. The percentages In 
the Davis study total more than 100 because more than one 
cause vas found operative In many cases.
TABLE II
FRSqUENOY OF POSSIBLE CADSES OF SPELLIKG DISABILITX
        ' "..... " .......      “  '...... i*er cent.. .
Cause Davis* Floyd**
Lack of mastery of spelling study technique •
Writing difficulty, poor writing* ..........
Cannot pronounce words being studied........
Bad attitude, lack of interest or application 
Lack of auditory association or memory. • , .
Defective speech. . . . * * • * • « • * • • .
Defective hearing* • « * * * • • *  ........
Defective vision.
Inferior learning capacity. • « ............
Poor observation*
Poor visual memory. . . . . . . .  . . .
Immaturity.
Lack of acquaintance with English language. *
* From Davis* study of 276 retarded spellers in grades 
2*6. Georgia Davis, "Remedial Work In Spelling", Elementary 
School Journal. 27t616-626, April, 1927.
** Obtained from Floyd’s study of twenty-six retarded 
spellers, cited by R, £* lies, "Bpeelal Methods In the 
Elementary School Subjects III, Spelling", Review o^ 
ional Research. 1; 284 October, 1931.
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36 8
52
27 15
18 8
7 4
2 4
1 8
19
12
me*# 8
8
mm- 4
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Certain temperament si factors, such as "slowness of 
decision", "lack of perserveration", "distaste for intellectual 
drudgery", and "emotional conflicts" have been found to account 
partially for spelling disability, in some individual cases.
Motor awkwardness and incoordination have been listed as poss­
ible causes of poor spelling. A few earlier investigators 
believed that spelling to some extent was hereditary. Gates^® 
found that the causal factors which seemed possible or probable 
in individual cases of reading and spelling disability were 
(a) unfavorable training and environmental factors, (b) un­
favorable behavior of a generaûL nature, (c) defects of the 
sensory mechanisms, (d) defects of the motor mechanisms, and 
(e) defects of the connecting mechanisms.
Few, if any, of these factors have been identified in 
statistically significant setting. Much work remains to be 
done before cause and effect relationship can be established 
between them and poor spelling or their absense to good spelling 
Abilities Identified by Factor Analysis
Although multiple factor analysis is relatively a new 
statistical technique, it has already attracted the attention 
of numerous Investigators. Hoisinger and Harmon^® list seventy-
Arthur I. Gates, The Psycholory of Read1nr and Soell» 
ing with Special Reference to Disability, op. cit. p. 89
4dKarl Bolslnger and Harry Harmon, "Factor Analysis" 
Review of Educational Research. Volume IX, Ko. 5, December, 
Xwby,Chapter Aiil.
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41•Ix noteworthy reporte and adroit that only about half of the 
articles published during the past four years ( 1935*1939) were 
included. Wolfe"**̂  Includes 630 studies published to 1940 in 
hie very comprehensive bibliography. It is safe to estimate 
that several hundred have been published since that time.
Well over half of the articles deal with the methodology 
and mathematical foundations of the technique, but a sub* 
etantial number deal with its application to the task of 
locating primary mental factors. Since a brief account of the 
method has already been given^ the review of studies in this 
section will include only representative studies which have 
located factors of possible relation to spelling.
In the cognitive field the factors most frequently 
identified by analysts, regardless of method employed, have 
been verbal, number, space, memory, speed, and reasoning 
factors. Deduction, Induction, perceptual as distinct from 
speed, and logical factors have been located less frequently, 
and, since different methods have not given similar results, 
perhaps not at all.
Using Kelley’s correlations found in a sample of 140 
seventh-grade children among tests of (1) reading speed, <S)
^"^Dael Wolfe, Factor Analysis to 1940 (Chicago! 
University of Chicago Press, 1940), pp. 44*66.
48of. ante, pp. 4*21,
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42reading power^ (3) arithmetic speed, and (4) arithmetic power,
Hotelling located three factors and conclwdedt
the chief.component seems to measure general ability; the 
second, a difference between arithmetical and verbal abil­
ity. • . • These two account for 83 per cent of the 
variance. An additional 13 per cent seems to be largely a matter of speed vs délibérâtIon.49
Thurstons®^ applied the centroid method to an analysis 
of the In t erco r rel at Ions among fifteen psychological tests 
consisting of opposites, analogies, definitions, artificial 
language, geometrical and arithmetical completions and problems, 
and spatial relations. He Identified a verbal factor, a number 
factor, and a factor apparently concerned with visual Imagery.
Blsk^^ attempted to give objective psychological meaning 
to the factors extracted from the Interoorrelatlons between 
nine courses of a mechanical engineering curriculum by Includ­
ing In the Interoorrelatlons those among the five tests of the 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination. Using 
an adaptation of the centroid method In the analysis, he Identi­
fied a study or Interest factor, and tentatively, verbal and 
perceptual factors.
40Harold Hotelling, "Analysis of a Complex of Statisti­
cal Variables Into Principal Components," Journal of 
Educational Psvoholoe-v. 24:432-34, September, 1933.
bOL.L.Thuretone, Vectors of thq Mj,nd (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1933),p. 170.
^^Henry L. Sisk, "A Multiple Factor Analysis of Mental 
Abilities In the Freshman Engineering Curriculum", The Journal 
Of Pflvcholo^. 9:163-177, 1939.
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Using somewhat similar psyohologieal criteria in the 
analysis of the intercorrelations of eighty fifth-grade pupils* 
achievement in eight academic subjects. Line, Rogers, and 
Kaplan^S located a general ability factor, a factor which 
appeared to underlie verbal ability, and a third which they 
called "speed of execution,"
In one cf the moat ambitious analyses to date, Swineford 
and Holsinger set out to (1) compare the reliability of factors 
obtained from the intercorrelations of a large battery of 
tests with those of a battery of half the site, (2) inquire 
into the relations of the estimated bi-factors to teachers* 
marks, (3) investigate the stability of the factors after a 
year*s time, and (4) investigate the relationship of the bi- 
factors to choice of occupation. They administered a battery of 
twenty-eight mental tests to 467 high*school Freshmen, and one 
year later administered a sub-battery of thirteen similar tests 
to 385 of the same pupils. They then computed the average factor 
estimates for groups of boys and girls who had indicated on a 
questionnaire a preference for one of thirty-four occupations. 
They concluded;
It was found that the smaller battery is so nearly equal 
to the larger one as a means of̂  obtaining reliable estimates
• , the use of the longer battery cannot be justified,
• The bi-factors are more closely related to school# #« #
52*. Line, K, H, Rogers, and E, Kaplan, "F actor Analysis Tecimlqueai Allied to Public School Problème^ * 
^ournaïT"o f Educ%i^nmY ̂'sy c^olopjr èè-èô," January, 1934,
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44suecesa» as measured by the teachers* marks at the end of 
the school year, than the Intelligence quotient. X factor­
ial analysis of school marks revealed a rather heavily 
weighted factor common to all school subjects, which Is 
probably "halo" effect. • ♦ • After a year* s time. . . the 
correlations of the two measures of each factor range from .66 to .80 and are a little higher than the corresponding correlations for the tests themselves.63
It Is interesting to note that, of the factors located 
by Swineford and Bolslnger, the general and verbal factors 
were correlated more highly with foreign languages, English, 
general sciences, and physiology; the spatial, with general 
science only; the speed, with foreign language and English; and 
the memory, with foreign languages and English.
hangsam, using the centroid method In the analysis of 
the Interoorrelatlons of the scores of 100 college Freshman 
women on a battery of twenty-one reading, mental, and special 
ability tests. Identified verbal, perceptual, word, number, 
and "seeing relationships* factors. In her opinion, "The 
Verbal factor Is concerned with Ideas and meanings, whereas 
the word factor seems to have as Its principal characteristic 
fluency In dealing with words."64
The evidence from previous research Indicates that
®®Fnaoes Swineford and Karl J. Hoi singer. The 
Reliability st ^  IbejZ Heasüres,(Supplementary Educational Monographs, No.53, Chicago; Univer- 
elty of Chicago Press, 1942), p. 82.
^^Roslland Streep Langsam, "A Factorial Analysis of 
Reading Ability, • Journal Ezpeylment.al Sducatloii. loi 57-63, 1941.
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fiiotors underlying spelling ability poaalbly are (a) visual 
perception, (b) intelligence, (c) memory, <d) various verbal 
abilities, and (e) certain factors of attitude, temperament, 
and emotion*
The trend of present research Indicates that there is 
less tendency than formerly to consider disability In spelling 
as the result of specialized disability In memory, visual 
Imagery, auditory Imagery, associative capacity, or similar 
complex processes; in fact, some of these factors have them* 
selves been discarded by modem psychologists*
There la little agreement In Interpreting the role of 
the various factors* The disagreement appears to arise from 
several sources. The tests designed to elicit certain factors 
have been constructed on widely different hypotheses, A few of 
the tests, notably those dealing with detecting misspellings, 
writing letter sounds, and recognizing symbols, may prove 
little beyond the fact that good spellers spell better than 
poor spellers*
Some of the studies have attempted to draw statistically
significant conclusions from distributions consisting of tails
but no middle. Others have Inferred causation because of the
presence of correlation between two variables* The following
statement Is rather charaoterlstlc of the conclusions drawn
from the statistical studies In the fields
These data (correlations between spelling and vocabulary) 
strongly support the writer*s contention that vocabulary
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kaowledg* la a more significant determiner of spelling 
tfueoess than Intelligence#
Kanj of the studies have not Included enough subjects to make 
generalisations possible or even plausible#
The factor, of possible relation to spelling ability, 
most frequently Identified by factor analysis shows up In read­
ing tests, vocabulary, grammar, verbal associations, and other 
tests which depend upon the meaning of words and the Ideas 
associated with them# A memory factor also frequently has been 
found. It has been Identified In recognition tests of recently 
learned material, by paired association, by repeating digits, 
words, and sentences. It appears to underlie Immediate memory 
span or speed of rote learning. A third factor, speed or 
perception or speed of perception has been identified. It 
frequently has appeared In tests eontàlnlng materials common 
to most mental tests, consisting of analogies, opposites, 
number series, etc., of little difficulty for the subjects 
being tested. It has been interpreted as speed In dealing with 
easy material.
^^Oeorge Spache, ■Spelling Disability Correlates" 
JBE* Eii*» P* 678.
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OHAPTSH III 
?BOOJSPUHS
Sinee the factor analjsie of ability la an analysla of 
the Intercorrelation# among certain tests of that ability, 
the procedure must Include (a) the selection of a battery of 
tests relatant to the ability under InTestigatlon* (b) the 
administration of the tests, (c) the examination of the normal­
ity of the test results, and (d) the calculation of the product- 
moment coefficients of correlation between the acceptable tests.
In this chapter the method of obtaining the data necess­
ary for the analysis will be described under the sections, (1) 
the subjects, (2) the testa and their administration, and (3) 
description of the test results,
B â  laMÊSla,
The subjects used in this study were selected from 
seventy-eight seventh-grade pupils who were attending the 
Gooding, Idaho, public schools during the school year 1942-1943, 
sixty-six of whom were in attendance for all tests and who con­
sequently comprise the sample. These pupils were enrolled in 
a subject-COre curriculum consisting of English and social 
studies, mathematics, science, and physical education, and in 
two electives selected from band, chorus, dramatics, shop, and 
art.
The group approximated normality in all respects. The
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median ohronologloal age In February, 1945 vas 12.9; eight 
pupils were over age, but, only two by more than one year; four 
were underage by one year. The median Intelligence quotient, 
based on the total mental factors of the California Test of 
Mental Maturity, was 104; the range from 80 to 152. The median 
grade equivalent for the group, based upon the Progressive 
Achievement Test^ was T/3 In December, 1943; the range was from 
4.0 to 9.9. The median grade equivalents on the various sub» 
tests of the achievement battery lay around 7*5, too close to 
need comment. The group appeared to be a representative sample 
of the public school seventh*grade population, perhaps slightly 
more homogeneous with respect to socio-economic background and 
race than the typical sample.
Spelling was not taught as a separate subject In the 
seventh grade during 1942-43. To some extent Informal Instruction 
was Included In English and social studies units, but on the 
whole little more was done than the attempt by the teachers 
to create In the pupils a spelling conscience and consciousness. 
The more retarded spellers received some remedial Instruction 
during a special study period under a remedial teacher;^ but 
since these pupils were, as a rule, retarded In other subjects 
as well,little time was devoted to formal spelling Instruction.
Ifhe California Teat of Mental Maturity, both long and 
short forms, Is described on pages b O B Î o f t h l s  study.
f Achleveme^% Is described on
pages 50-54 of this study.
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49At the outset of the etudy It was Intended to factor 
the interoorrelatlons of a battery of tests selected or con­
structed to measure several of the factors of spelling ability 
which had been Identified by previous Investigator. For that 
purpose eighteen tests were selected or constructed, and were 
administered during the months of December, 1942, and January 
and February, 1945.
The results on five of the tests, however, lacked 
normality; one test, checking misspellings, appeared to be so 
obviously a test of spelling ability that It was discarded; 
and another, reasoning, seemed to be too complex to throw any 
light upon the nature of spelling ability. In the final 
battery, consequently, only eleven tests were retained. The 
tests which were eliminated, and several of the more complicated 
tests which were retained, will be described In Appendix A, 
pages 64-68. In this section the tests will be described under 
the factors of abilities they were designed to measure.
Spelling Ability. The spelling group test consists of
150 words appropriate for the seventh-grade. The words are
taken from three standardised spelling tests upon which the
authors report reliabilities of over .90. The words were dicta­
ted to the pupils. Illustrated by use In sentences, and dic­
tated again. The scores are the number of correct responses.
The words are listed in Appendix A, pages 84-85.
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Verbal Abllltlem. Teat a» la a group vocabulary teat 
eonaleting of 140 vorda taken from the California Teat of 
Mental Maturity**Intermediate Series and the ^Progressive 
Achievement Teat**Intemedlate Battery, Form A. Both batteries 
are published by the California Test Bureau, Los Angeles^ and 
the parts of each relevant to the factor under discussion will 
be described on subsequent pages of this study. The vocabulary 
tèst In each battery Is of the multiple*cholee type and each 
claims high reliability, the one .88 at the seventh*grade level, 
the other, .95. The scores are the number of correct responses.
Test X  the Cray Oral Reading Teet^. xt was adminis­
tered Individually, end word omissions, additions, and errors 
In pronunciation were marked. The scores were found by sub­
tracting the total number of errors from 100. The reliability 
of the test has not been computed.
Test £  comprises groups of phonograms. It was adminis­
tered Individually, the subjects being asked to give sounds for 
various letters or letter combinations. Oates^ gives a complete 
description of the test and the directions for administering 
it. The scores were obtained by subtracting the number of 
errors from fifty.
Test X  f* taken from the Erogresslve Achievement Test.
^William S. Gray, Standardised Oral Reading Paragraphs. 
(Bloomington, Illinois* Public School Publishing Company, n.d.)
4Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading (New York* 
The Macmillan Company, 1955), Test IX, parts 1*7, page 521.
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It 18 a group teit of reading oomprehenslon consisting of three 
parte: Following Directions* References Sfcllle* and Inter--
pretatlone* The authors claim a reliability of *89- The total 
possible score is fifty-five#
Test m comprises the language tests included in the 
California Test of Rental Maturity— Intermediate* Short-Form. 
Tbeetests are verbal in nature* one dealing with numerical 
quantity* one with inference* and one with vocabulary knowledge. 
In combination* the testa claim a reliability of .94 in the 
measurement of total mental language factors. The total poss­
ible score is eighty.
Visual Perception. Test a group test* was constructed 
to measure visual word perception. It comprises sixteen words 
ranging upward from seventh-grade level and ten nonsense words. 
The subjects were given mimeographed sheets containing four 
spellings of each word from which they were asked to select 
the spelling which had been exposed for three seconds on a flash 
card. The score is the number of correct responses. The 
test is further described in Appendix A* page 86.
Test %* a group test* comprises twelve geometric designs 
drawn on six cards, two on each card. Each card was exposed 
for six seconds and the subjects were instructed to reproduce 
the designs. The reproductions were scored on the basis of 
five points each— three points for correct details* one 
point for symmetry* and one point for certainty as indl-
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CAtea by laçJt of eraaure or other evidence of trial and error 
attack. The deelgne are given In Appendix A, page 87.
Intelligence. Test a group test of language mental 
factors, has already been described under Verbal Abilities.
Test d la taken from the California Test of Mental Maturity.
The Short*Form edition of that test was first given, but the 
distribution of the scores on the non*verbal sub*tests were 
so badly skewed that the longer fo%% was administered. It 
consists of nine non-verbal type tests covering Immediate re* 
call, foresight In spatial relationships, manipulation of areas, 
sensing right and left, opposites, similarities, analogies, 
number series, and numerical quantity. For the total non­
language mental factors the authors claim a reliability of 
,87 at the seventh-grade level.
Memory. Test consists of the Gates test of memory 
span or Immediate recall. It was administered Individually, 
the subjects repeating digits, letters, words, and nonsense 
syllables immediately after hearing them. The test and Its 
administration are described by Gates^. The total possible 
score Is flftyvslx.
Associative Learning. Visual*Auditory. Test X  
adapted from the Gates® test of visual-auditory associative
®Arthur I. Gates, clt., pp. 613, 672. 
®Ibid.. pp. 670*672.
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63learning. It la a group test compris lag a series of ten cards 
each containing a visual figure of letter-llke characters*
Each card vas exposed for five seconds, and a word printed on 
the back of the card was spoken twice during the exposure. The 
cards were then shuffled and exposed agaln^ and the subjects 
were asked to write the word which had been spoken during the 
first exposure of each card. The cards were again shuffled, 
exposed, the words spoken, and the subjects were asked to 
write the words which had accompanied the cards. Without 
further learning opportunity, the subjects were twice directed 
to write the words which had accompanied the cards, the cards 
being reshuffled and re*exposed for each trial. The score Is 
the number of correct responses on the four trials. Reproduc­
tions of the cards are exhibited In Appendix A, page 65.
A summary of the tests in their alphabetical order Is
I
given In Table XII, page 54.
Description the Data 
The distributions and the statistics based upon the 
raw scores on the eleven tests summarized In Table III, page 
64 are shown In Figures 1-11, pages 56-60. The methods of 
obtaining these statistics may be found in any standard treat­
ise on the mathematics of statistics. Oamp*^ and Kenney® both
Burton H. OApp, The Mathematical Part of Elementary 
fitiytlgtics (Boston: D, 0. Heath and Company, 1934), ÙhaptsT 2,5.
Gjoha F. Kenney, Kathematlos of Statistics. (Hew York:
D. Van Ho strand Company, 1939), Part I, Chapte. 4, 7.
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give oomprehenelve treatment of the raethode of deriving euch 
etatletlce.
TABLE III
RELIABILITIES AKD VARIABLES OF THE TESTS IN THE BATTER!
54
Test Relia­bility Variable or Factor
a*%)elling. • * • . over*90 Ability to spell dictated words
b»Kemory epan # * * * * * Immediate recall
d-Intelligence* * , *67 Non-verbal mental factors
#*Vocabulary. * , * <* over*90 Knowledge of word meanings
f*Oral reading. * * A « * * Oral reading ability
g*Fhonetics * * . # * ■ * Oral phonetic ability
l*Silent reading. * # *89 Reading comprehension
j*.Associative learn*g « e #- Visual-auditory association
b*àord perception * m e e # Perception for words
1-Deslgn perception # a # * Perception for non-word designs
BH>Intelligenoe. . • « .94 Verbal mental factors
All atatletloe were computed with the aid of the slide 
rule; they are# therefore# only close approximations to true 
values for the samples* Sheppard*s corrections were applied 
to the second and fourth moments* The constants of the equa­
tions of the fitted normal curves also were obtained by the 
aid of the slide rule* It will be noted that# since several 
of the distributions are not unimodal# the fitted curves will 
be only rough approximations to the ungraduated histograms*
The standard scores of each subject In each test are 
exhibited In Table VII# Appendix B# pages 89*99*
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Plgur« 11. Pifttrlbutloa of scores In test a, verbal 
mental factors.
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CHAPTSR IV 
ANALXSIS OF DATA
In aa Imreatlg^atlon of the nature of a complex human 
ability by factor analysis, it is necessary to begin with the 
interoorrelatlons of the tests which measure various phases 
of the ability, and then to determine the loadings of the 
minimum set of common factors which will reproduce the 
interoorrelatlons.
In this chapter the relationships between the mental 
factors and their loadings elicited by the eleven tests in­
cluded in the final battery will be presented and analysed 
under the sections, (a) the interoorrelatlons, (b) the factors 
of the correlational matrix, (o) the adequacy of the factor­
isation, and (d>) the identification of the factors.
The Interoorrelatlons
The Pearson product-moment coefficients of correlation 
r were computed from the standard scores exhibited In Table VII, 
Appendix B, pages 69-93, by use of the slide rule, and the rounded 
correlations of each test with the others are shown in Table 
IV, page 62, Figure 12, page 63, exhibits a factor profile 
obtained by plotting several of the correlation coefficients of , 
table Xv*
The question arises whether the proposed analysis should 
be made and conclusions dra«m from raw correlations or from 
those corrected for attenuation. The question will be answered
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It will be noted that the numbers In the principal 
diagonal of the correlational matrix are enclosed In paren* 
theses. These numbers represent the correlation of each test 
with Itself through the common factors, or Its reliability.
TABLE IV
IMTERCORRELATIOKS OF ELEVEN VARIABLES*
a b d e f e 1 j k i n
a (.621)
b .161 (*425)
4 .222 .607 (.605)
e .814 .626 • 368 (.814)
f ,760 .153 .186 .744 (.750)
e .700 .158 .195 .753 .818 (.829)
1 .670 .352 .423 .761 .567 .493 (.680)
j .461 .264 .184 .300 .264 .242 .396 (.431)
k .612 .219 .274 .625 .550 .530 .607 .301 (.470)
1 .469 .218 .329 .423 .302 .478 .416 .270 .304 (.334)
m .746 .380 .463 .878 .700 .715 .783 .336 .596 .499 (.904)
9 6.40 3-16 .6.81 6.78 6.91 6.05 3.49 4.99 4.01 6.^9
*The variables are; a— spelling, o— memory span, 
d*—non-verbal mental, e— vocabulary, 1— oral reading, g— phone­
tics, 1— reading comprehension, j— associative learning,
]t« îrord perception, 1— design perception, m— verbal mental
minus the variance due to the specific factors. This difference 
Is termed the commualitv. h^. of the test. Ideally, this 
procedure of course excludes specific factors from the analysis.
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Figur# 12. Profiles of oorrelations of teste a, e, f, £, 1* 
and m  with each other and with test k.
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Hotalllûgl euggesta that. If the unit of measure In the 
factor space be the standard deviation of the true soores, 
unity (the number "I*) be written In the cells of the principal 
diagonal, but that If the unit of measure be the standard 
deviation of the observed soores the reliability of the tests 
be written In the cells. It Is obvious that the latter 
procedure, whether reliabilities or eommunalltles be used, will 
tend to enhance the more reliable or "loaded" tests, Since It 
was decided to use the eommunalltles of the eleven tests In 
the cells of the principal diagonal, the correlations were 
not corrected for attenuation.
There are several methods of estimating the communallty 
of a test, Thurstons^ believes that the average correlation of 
other tests In the battery with It gives a close approximation. 
Holsinger^ has developed elegant and Involved formulas for 
finding eommunalltles. In this study the more simple and 
direct method described by Tyron was employed. The method la 
described In the rule: "Choose as the reference variables for
the given variable A at least two other vauplables, B and C,
^Harold Hotelling, "Analysis of a Complex of Statis­
tical Variables Into Principal Components," Journal of 
Educational Psychology. Z M  , September, lT'33.
Thurstons, Vectors of the Mind. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1936), pp. d3»9l.
% a r l  Holslnger and Harry Harmon, Factor Analysis 
(Chicago; The University of Chicago Press, 1941), Chapt. 4,
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«hose profiles are most engruent with that of A.^ The 
application of the rule may be eummed up In the formula
#bo
In which the reference variables having the highest correlations 
with A are B and 0.
Consider test a in Table IV, page 62. It will be noted 
that ^  correlates more highly with teste jg, and ,814 and .750 
respectively. Test ^  has a correlation with %  of .744. The 
communallty of test ^  by Tyron*s rule. Is determined by multi­
plying r^Q (.814) by r^f (.760) and dividing by r@f (.744).
The eommunalltles for all except three tests were determined 
by similar procedure and are shown In the cells of the principal 
diagonal In Table IV, page 62, and In table VI, page 69.
The application of the rule to tests jg., £, and j, dil6 not give 
reasonable results; consequently, the correlations of these tests 
with spelling were taken for their eommunalltles. The estimated 
eommunalltles are In all cases lower than the reliabilities of 
the standardised tests. Since the specific factors are not 
Included In the factor pattern®, this Is to be expected.
It Is Interesting to examine the sums of the correlations 
In the last row in Table IV, page 68. There f.B a high degree of 
relationship between the abilities elicited by the verbal tests 
of the battery, but Indifferent relationship between them and
*R.O, Tyron, Cluster Analysis (Berkeley, California: 
Associated Students Store, University of California, 1969), p. 67,
18-19.
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Factors of the Correlation Matrix 
The data in Table IV* page 62, are the observed oor- 
relatlons between the eleven tests in the final battery. If 
the correlations reproduced by the factor pattern (1), page 18, 
are replaced by these observed correlations, the sum 3i of the 
first factor coefficients maximised, the resulting system of 
equations solved by the iterative process, the first factor 
loadings may be obtained by use of formula (5), page 21. (The 
procedures have been described on pages 17-21. ) The first 
factor coefficients thus obtained are shown in Table V, column 
2.
TABLE V
FACTOR COEFFICIENTS AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS
first f a e W F  ŝ  ̂ factor ïhir^ factor 
Variable Coefficients Coefficients Coefficients
^-Spelling. • • . « • .861 -.218 .222
b-Memory span . • • • .371 .526 -.038
41-Non-vdrbal mental • .442 .606 -.186
e-Vocabulal^. • • • » .913 -.065 -.097
f-Oral reading. • • • .796 — .330 -.091
g-Phonetics . . . . . .006 -.331 -.187
&-Reading compreh* en. .791 .169 .083
4-Associative I'rning .433 .160 .600
h-Word perception . . .681 — .056 .087
1-Design perception . ,618 .117 .005
m—Verbal mental. . . • 926 .087 — .120
r 6.699 .989 .412
y 80 14 6
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Xh® organisation of the work for the calculation of the 
first, factor ooeffiolentsg and for those of the second and 
third factors as well. Is exhlhted In Table VII, #endlx 0, 
page 94,
After deriving the first factor coefficients, ajĵ , the 
first factor residuals were found by subtracting the first 
factor products, from the corresponding entries In the
original correlation matrix. Table XX, Appendix C, page 95, 
exhibits the matrix of first factor residuals.
The matrix of first factor residuals was then factored 
giving the second factor coefficients, Sjg, which are shown 
in Table V, column 5, page 66.
The second and third factor residuals were obtained In 
like manner, and are shown In Tables X and XI In Appendix C. 
The third factor boef^i^i^^'^Ct derived from the second
factor residual matrix are shown In Table V ooluran 3. The 
third factor residual matrix was not factored. The third 
residuals are obviously trivial, and the third factor may be 
considered final.
Adequacy of factorisation
In the factoring of a correlational matrix the repro­
duced correlations are subtracted succèsslvel? from the ob­
served correlations until the residuals are trivial. The most 
direct test of the adequacy of factorisation, as demonstrated 
by Moltinger, is reflected In the else and distribution of 
the residuals* If all oommon factors have been removed no
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correlation# between variable#, under the aaetzmption# of factor 
theory, will exiet. It «rould be expected in that oase to find 
the dietributions of the residual# equal to that of a zero corre­
lation in a sample of similar size.
A simple and direct test of the adequacy of factorization, 
therefore, will be given by the formula®
« Ji ................ -
where r^ is the standard deviation of the final residuals.
The residuals shown in Table XI, Appendix C, page 97, 
have a standard deviation of .033, and the zero correlation 
distribution of the sample of sixty-six is .12. It is con­
cluded that the factorization is adequate, with some tendency . 
toward over-factorisât ion.
The adequacy of factorization Is also demonstrated by 
the comparison of estimated and calculated eommunalltles set 
forth in Table VI, page 69.
Identification of Factors 
The statistical part of a factor investigation ends with 
the table giving the loading of each factor for each test. The 
loadings obtained in the present study have been exhibited in 
Table V, page 66.
It is necessary, however, before any conclusions can be 
drawn regarding the nature of the ability with which the inves-
®Xarl Bolzinger and Harry Harmon, on. <̂ lt.. pp. 21-22,
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tigatlon la concerned, to identify the factors.
An examination of figure 12, page 63, and Table V, page 
66, Indicates rather clearly the nature of the factors. Since 
the verbal tests at, ê  ̂X, jg, X* %# £» are, without exception,
heavily loaded with Factor I, and since their factor profiles 
approximate congruency, the first factor may be Identified as
TABLE VI
ESTIMATED AND CALCULATED COMMUNALITIE3 OF VARIABLES
*  III I III ...................................................................................................................        I,.........     I...  ....................................................................................................................................................................................I l l .............................I .................................
’..............   '  '......     ' Commuhality^ .Variable Estimated Calculated
a*Spelling, ,621 .836
b-Hemory span #426 .415
d*Non*verbal mental test, • , • • * ,603 . 397
f* Vocabulary,....................   ,814 .846
f*Oral reading.  ............ ,760 ,751
g*Fhonetics ,829 ,794
1*Reading comprehension .680 .661
j*Assoolatlve learning................  ,461 ,460
k-Vord perception ,470 ,471
l*Deslgn perception .  ..............  ,334 ,282
m*Verbal mental test. ,904 ,879
*The calculated communallty Is obtained by squaring the 
factor coefficients for each test and summing.
one underlying the ability to deal with meanings of words and 
the Ideas associated with them, Including, perhaps, their 
perception. Interest In words may of course account for the 
loading of the verbal factor In test X# Vord Perception, That 
the factor appears significantly In test X, Design Perception,
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teay poflelbly be accounted for by relation of perceptual eklll 
to verbal ability* a relation whiob repeatedly hae been noted 
by previous Investigators although few have found It evident In 
design perception*
The Second factor seems to underlie memory# Its two 
heaviest loadings appear In tests ^  and ^  and traces appear In 
other tests In which It would be expected to enter. The lower 
estimated communallty of these other tests would tend to mlnloM 
Ise the Importance of the memory factor as It was elicited by 
them. Test d* Ron*Verbal Mental Factors# contains 150 Items 
of which 50 deal directly with Immediate recall and at least 
40 additional Items Into which Immediate recall apparently 
would enter. Test ^  Memory Span* Is a test of the ability to 
repeat digits, letters, and words. In view of the fact that 
this factor frequently has been Identified In tests of recent­
ly learned material* paired association, and repeating digits, 
etc*, It is here Identified as the factor underlying Immediate 
recall.
The third factor is much less distinct than the first 
two. Since It appears more clearly In test Spelling, and 
test 2* Associative Learning, It likely Is related to the 
ability to associate logically visual*auditory symbols, or 
perhaps to associate by means of analysis and cues.
It must be remembered that the factors do not imply 
causation. When ability Is considered as the result of a
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certain number of unitary components acting selectively in 
particular tests, the factors of multiple*factor analysis are 
only manifestations of the components.
Further study through eausal*oomparative methods or 
controlled experimentation will be necessary to test causation. 
The value of the preliminary analysis lies in the fact that it 
locates pertinent and promising factors for further investi­
gation.
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INTERPRETATION Of RESULTS
General Summary
At the outeet of thle study It was proposed to Investi#» 
l̂ ate« by the methods of multiple*factor analysis, certain 
theories regarding the nature of spelling ability and to Identi­
fy, If possible, one or more of the basic factors of that 
ability.
Eighteen tests of certain abilities which previous 
Investigators had found related to the ability to spell were 
administered to a normal group of slxty-slx seventh-grade 
pupils. Eleven of the tests were retained In the final battery, 
and their Intercorrelations were analysed by Hotelling*s method 
of principal components.
In the analysis three factors were Identified: ( D a
verbal factor, (2) a memory factor, and (3) a factor which 
apparently was related to certain associative processes. The 
first factor appeared to a marked degree In the six. verbsd tests 
of the battery; the second. In the non-verbal mental and memory
tests; and the third. In tests of visual-auditory associative
learning and spelling. The first factor accounted for approx­
imately 60 per cent of the oommunalltles of the tests; the 
second for 14 per cent, and the third for 6 per cent.
The ability to spell as It is elicited by written spell-
liig tests was heavily loaded (.861) with the first factor, ncga-
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Ively loaded (•^•2X8) with the second factor, and Indifferently 
loaded (.222) with the third factor.
The results of this study are therefore in agreement 
with those of previous investigations which have shown that 
the ability to spell is significantly related to general lan­
guage ability^ but not In agreement with the common belief 
(rarely if ever supported, however, by scientific investigation) 
that spelling is a function of menwry.
Knowledge of the meaning of words, ability to spell, 
power in dealing with phonograms, ability in oral and silent 
reading, and certain less complex abilities elicited by the 
verbal tests of mental maturity appear to be functions of a 
more basic and general verbal ability or factor. Since all 
group mental tests elicit such abilities or skills, the correla­
tions between intelligence and reading, spelling, vocabulary, 
etc., are easily explained.
It must not be concluded that the factorial analysation 
of intercorrelations proves the existence of factors. There is 
nothing in the nature of correlations which implies more than 
possible explanations of relationships. In this study, a signi­
ficant relationship between spelling and various other language 
abilities has been found to exist. It has been demonstrated that 
the presence of a verbal factor of mental ability would account 
for much of the correlations arising from the relationships.
It is interesting to speculate on the nature and impli­
cations of the possible verbal ability. It might be a manifold
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©f speelfla teohniquen in dealing with words and the ideas 
conveyed through words. As such* It would Include knowledge 
of letters and sounds; keen perception for details In words, 
sentences, and paragraphs; an adequate sight and meaning 
vocabulary; and ability to make appropriate and expected con­
structs from the spoken and written word* It would seem that 
verbal ability, to a greater extent than other abilities, 
might be a product of environment, capable of progressive 
development throughout the life of the Individual within the 
limits established by native capacity* It is generally recog­
nised that verbal symbols possess a unique importance in thought 
processes; in fact, it may be doubted whether the higher mental 
processes would be possible without language. The existence of 
a distinct verbal ability would prove a strong case to point for 
the semasiologists who believe that certain behavior problems 
and mental disorders have root in language and word-meaning 
deficiencies and misconceptions.
The results of this study indicate that the existence 
of a verbal factor in mental ability would satisfactorily explain 
the more common observable phenomena associated with the ability 
to spell* It is pertinent to briefly evaluate, in light of that 
consideration, the current methods of teaching spelling. Any 
method which depends chiefly upon rote learning and immediate 
recall would almost certainly prove to be inefficient and unsatis­
factory in final outcome# It is evident, it seems certain, that
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memory la not an adequate support for skill in spelling.
If the two had to be mutually exclusive, a much lees 
epeolalieed method than the familiar, "eoientiflo", "test* 
study* plan of teaching spelling would be preferred. Such a 
method would deal with broad word study instead of the memorisation 
of the epelling of particular word«-<-atlthough memorisation of 
certain basic words in Individual cases doubtlessly would have 
merit. The method would depend to a great extent upon incidental 
learning; but in addition would place emphasis upon grouping, 
contrasting, and relating words and upon noting word detail. It 
would attempt to provide the opportunity for the pupil to inte­
grate all language experiences, but would also emphasise the 
precise meaning and use of words. It would, in short, seek to 
develop what appears to be a distinct verbal dsility to its limit 
in each learner.
There is no assurance, of course, that such a method would 
increase the ability to spell, but in light of the results of 
this study, it would appear to possess promise.
Sufggested B*urther Research 
It may be doubted whether, by methods known at present, 
the existence of a distinct verbal ability can be categorically 
proved, language is tightly interwoven with all aspects of be­
havior— there are apparently few if any functions of conscious­
ness into which language and word meaning do not enter. Experi­
mentation, therefore, likely would prove inconclusive because of
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inadequate contrôle^ there are a great many evidencee, however, 
that it does exist, and that it affords a satisfactory and par­
simonious explanation of many of the observable phenomena In the 
eXaesroom. the assumption of its existence brings up several 
problems all of which are difficult* They Include! (1) To what 
extent may verbal ability be developed by accurate and precise 
use of words In classroom procedures and the use of curriculum 
materials whose difficulty lies within the pupil's command of 
language and his ability to make expected constructs! (2) To what 
extent may transfer of training be facilitated by broad and basic 
training In the language arts.
Throughout this study the writer has been disturbed by 
several obvious weaknesses In factor theory as well as by the 
inadequacy of present materials and procedures used In testing 
human abllltlee. In hie opinion, the present lack of a satis­
factory method of estimating the oommunalltles of tests of 
abilities, the lack of a method of resolving the Indeterminate 
factor pattern into factors that will have both psychological and 
mathematical meaning, arid the need for "purer* tests of abilities 
present challenging proble»». It appears that these problems 
must be solved, at least empirically, before factor analysis can 
become a powerful and reliable statistical tool.
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APPENDIX A 84
FURTHER DESCRIPTIONS OP TESTS
«ÎSâS. A*~SpeXling. The word# In group 1, below, are taken from the Metropolitan Achlewement Test, Advanced Battery 
(revised). Form C, published by the World Book Company, Xonkers- 
onmthwHudson, New York. The words in group 2 are taken from 
the same Battery, Form D. The words In group 3 are taken from 
the Progressive Achievement Test, Intermediate Battery, Form A. 
The three tests were given on successive days, and the total 
number of correct responses determined the subjects* scores.
Oroup 1 Group 2
feeling circumstance hello diseaseguide Introductory tight gratefulknot gradually heavy advertisementwhom attitude letting responseIroning admlnlstrator fountain patronageexcept regretting automobile unfortunatebarley appreciating dangerous equippedscrew campaign already ambitiouscousin algebra promise circumstanceoffered authority limb vacancystraight enthusiastic furniture choircustomer ■ tragedy preparing commissionedcellar similar pitcher facultyusual dissatisfied envelope sincerityfreight occasionally soldier privilege.whistle descend scene Immenseeasily definite failure Insignianephew extravagance doubtful correspondencedeceive schedule source lieutenantsincere sympathize allowed courteousgovernment appropriation bureau forfeit
successful masquerade personally memorandum
enemies affectionately registration politicianobedient Insignificant coarse adieu
generally aggravate electricity ridiculous
Group J5
first lesson young since purpose decide
•ay change expect though together receiveglass account none does pleasant mereabove beside second field certain referenceturn need duty allow really proceed
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SSâî. ̂ * -Rg-a8onlng. Test e vas taken from the California Test of Mental Maturity* Intermediate Series* It consiets of 
seven sub-tests covering opposite* similarities* analogies* 
number series* numerical quantity* non-verbal numerical quantity* 
and non-verbal inference. Since the first five sub-tests are 
included in test ^  and since the latter two are similar to 
those included in test in* test o was not included in the final battery. ~
Test h— Memory Span. Test h also was taken from the 
California Test. It consists of two parts* one of which was 
designed to measure immediate recall* the other* delayed recall. 
It was rejected because the Chi-square test indicated that its 
distribution lacked normality.
Test j— Visual-Auditory Associative Learning. Test j 
is adapted from the Gates test to which reference nas already 
been made (see pages 60-63). The designs on the faces of the 
cards and the words which were spoken as the cards were exposed 
during the first two trials are reproduced below*.
RAIN WANT DART SENT
Tlf(M MW Ÿ - f D l
D0G3 TALK SNOW WITH
RACK WEST
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SâSl. Perception. jSaeh of the subjeeta *aegiven a mimeographed sheet containing fonr spellings of 
sixteen irords and ten nonsense words, and was asked to under» 
line the form which had been exposed for three seconds on a 
flash.Card. The words and their various spellings are given 
below. The form which was exposed on the flash card Is under­lined.
pudle puddel puddles
envelop envelope envelpoe envellope
bungeon dumgeon dungon dungeon
Juggleer juggle Juggler gujjler
brunett brunette burnette burnete
mosaic moslao masale moasio
dlssproportlonate disproportate dlsproplonate disproportion*te 
telorate tolerate telorate tolrate
artles artless artless atlass
deperdatlon depredation depradetlon pedredatlon
ochre ocher coler eohre
parterre pertarre parteer partrrer
sapelnt asplent sapient sapeent
laity llaty laety laltsy
pleonasm pleomasn plaonasm pleonasm
plethoras plethora pelthora pletharo
unco umco unoo nuco
astleed asteled askeled asteld
honlmus homlnus homenus homunls
untelg unetgl unetig untegl
ntg>amgob nupamgod nupondog nupangob
mltagaet mltogeat mitigate mltogate
dakblnkof daknlbkoff kadblnkof dadblnkof
arkeepove arkoepove arkeepfoe kareepove 
> indkocake Indockake dlncokake Indcokake
tpAPshoter tershother thershuret thershuter
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lr*Peelgn Perception. Teat X la dealgnea to ffie&eure the ability to ▼iaually perceive**non-word designs.
It eonsifita of six oarda upon each of which are two designs. 
After a six second exposure of each card the subjects were 
directed to reproduce the designs. Keproductions of the six cards are given below;
m o t 4= 1
>in m  1
Tests n and o*»Vianal*Visual Associative Learning, Tests 
n and o were adapted froio the tests described by Gates in The 
Improvement of Reading, pages 567-570. The distribution of the t# war** Sadi y skewed^ and the tests were not included for 
final analysis.
Test P--Detecting Misspellings. Test £  was constructed 
to measure the subjeots* ability to detect misspellings on & 
mimeographed page containing informational material taken from 
a general science book in which fifty words ^ere misspelled.
The results of the test correlated so highly with the results 
of test a, spelling, that the test was discarded as redundant.
The rankfoorrelation between tests a and jg, was .98.
Test d— Phonics. Test o was taken from Gates and was 
originally designed to measure the ability to give letters for 
certain sounds and to give words beginning and ending with certain letter sounds. The test is described in the improvement 
of reading, page 610. The results of the test were so badly skewd 
that the test was rejected.
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_y*-Memory (Delgiyad Recall). Te«t r was designed 
to measure delayed recall. ÜnfâÛBlllar materiaX from a de­
scriptive story in an eighth-grade literature book was read 
to the subjects. Two weeks later the subjects were asked to 
check a true or false test based upon the facts of the story. 
Ihe distribution of the results showed insufficient middle.
It appeared likely that the test discriminated between the 
pupils who were interested and those who were not more than 
it measured ability in delayed recall.
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